
 

 

CASE STUDY 

Enterprise Leader Selection 

Overview  
Nationwide Building Society elected to bring their previously outsourced executive selection 
process in-house, in line with their focus on increasing efficiency. They created an 
‘Enterprise Leadership’ assessment solution, using psychometric assessment, for senior 
executive recruitment.  

The approach was designed to provide a context-rich understanding of their 

leadership population, embed research findings in their processes and enable 

analysis of their leadership capability and pipeline with validated internal and external 

benchmarks. This work was supported by Nationwide’s psychometric partners at 

SHL. 

Challenge 
Nationwide commenced this work with a requirement to: 

• Align their assessment strategy across the organisation with their business strategy, 
most importantly at senior executive level 

The arrival of their new CEO in 2016 provided a clearer and more defined purpose for the 
Society, and gave them a much-needed platform to work from. Research published by 
the Corporate Research Forum (CRF) bore out the importance of having a strong link 
between performance measurement and business strategy  

• Focus on efficiency: was the Society making the best use of their members’ money? 

As a mutual organisation they must justify everything they spend, and it seemed right to 
challenge the use of external psychologists for executive assessment when the Society 
had people internally with the qualifications and expertise needed 

• Build their understanding of the leadership capabilities needed to keep Nationwide 
operating for another 150 years 

This was a twofold process: 

• Identifying the capabilities needed, which they did using research from CEB and 
KornFerry Hay Group 

• Measuring their leadership population against the capabilities needed, including 
establishing an external benchmark 

They were clear that whatever solution they designed needed to balance their requirements 
around quality, cost and resources. The Leadership Development team established their 
design principles: 

• Assess behavioural preferences and potential 

• Embrace best practice 

• Seek assessment synergies 
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• Apply appropriate benchmarks 

• Optimise use (test once, multi-purpose during appropriate validity periods) 

• Carry out consistent analysis 

Having established these principles, they were then able to engage with their internal and 
external stakeholders. Their primary partners in developing the Enterprise Leadership 
approach were SHL. Nationwide and SHL had a long history of working together; they had 
jointly developed a model of potential underpinned by psychometric assessment which had 
been validated over the previous five years and was at the heart of their Enterprise 
Leadership process. (Nationwide reference “Enterprise Leadership.” Enterprise Leadership 
is usually referenced as an approach for encouraging leaders to focus on organisational 
outcomes, working on behalf of the whole organisation, rather than only focusing on their 
own business unit or team. Their partners at SHL suggest: “Leaders are navigating 
increasingly complex organisations and expectations are higher than ever… But leaders with 
the most impact are not just solid individual performers; they take a broader view to deliver 
stronger business performance as a collective. We call this Enterprise Leadership.”) 

Internally the Leadership Development team worked closely with their colleagues in 
Executive Resourcing to determine the potential demand for the service and potential value 
add of bringing the process in-house. Once they had gained their support and identified the 
value add (financial savings and improved candidate experience) they were able to gain 
support more widely from the People and Culture senior leadership team within Nationwide, 
including the Executive Director.  

The project team made a commitment to: 

• Provide and add selection insight of equal quality to that previously delivered by 
external suppliers  

• Provide year on year cost saving of £170K 

• Add developmental support into the process for new hire Executives, once 
onboarded 

Approach 
Setting Criteria 

The areas of focus for Nationwide reflected CEB’s global Enterprise Leadership research: 

• Connected strategies 

• Cross-function coordination prioritised 

• Strategic alignment of resources 

• Talent viewed as a corporate asset 

Working with SHL, Nationwide designed a blend of assessments which gave them both 
indications of performance and potential, a role-specific and enterprise-wide view with an 
external benchmark.  

Nationwide selected, for focus: 

• Job fit assessment, mapped to Nationwide’s competency framework 

• Enterprise assessments, providing a view of the most critical enterprise traits 
(Sustainable, Agile, Connected) 
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• Conduct assessment, accounting for increased regulation emphasising fair customer 
outcomes. These elements were also mapped into their competency framework, so 
they knew which competencies were most critical for senior leaders to meet these 
obligations 

• Potential assessment, combining their framework and assessments as a basis of 
their High Potential (HiPo) model, in place since 2013 and therefore able to provide a 
measure consistent with their internal benchmark 

Assessments Selected 
Nationwide chose to use a combination of three assessments in the Enterprise Leadership 
process: 

• Occupational Personality Questionnaire (OPQ)  

Personality inventories explore preferred ways of working and more broadly how you relate 
to people, how you like to think and your emotional style; OPQ dimensions are mapped 
to assess individuals’ preferences and how they might impact on behaviour 

• Motivation Questionnaire  

Dimensions are mapped to individual’s motivations and how they might impact on drive and 
motivation for certain aspects of work; this offers insight in terms of how willing, rather 
than how able, an individual may be to do something 

• Inductive Reasoning  

This assessment evaluates the individual’s capacity to solve novel problems, work flexibly 
with unfamiliar information, and deal with complexity when new information is presented 
to them. People who perform well on these tests tend to have a greater capacity to think 
conceptually as well as analytically 

Nationwide brought assessments upfront in the selection process, rather than the more 
typical trend of being used to validate a decision already made. These were positioned as 
giving managers insight and information so that they could be more confident in, and 
accountable for, these critical people decisions. This was quite a shift from the expectation 
that the assessment would provide the answer. 

Outputs 

Measuring Enterprise Leadership means they can see if candidates are ‘fit for the future’ 
(linked to research intelligence and Nationwide strategy). Decision-makers have insights 
earlier in the selection process enabling them to be more confident in and accountable for 
critical people decisions; and they provide feedback to all candidates regardless of outcome. 

The assessments were used to produce a suite of reports: 

• Enterprise Leadership Insights – drawn from the OPQ and used at first stage 
interview by the Hiring Manager and resourcing manager looking at suitability for the 
specific role 

• Enterprise Leadership Potential – drawn from all three and used at second stage 
interview by a psychometric specialist looking at potential for the future 

• Enterprise Leadership Feedback – drawn from all three and used by psychometric 
specialists to inform development if appointed, or development of unsuccessful 
internal candidates 

• Enterprise Leadership Personal Insights – self interpreted report drawn from all three 
if taken, provided to unsuccessful external candidates 
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As the assessment results had a 24-month validity period, Nationwide used the content 
beyond the hiring process; they designed the process and reports to support primarily 
selection, but also development conversations. They ensured all candidates received 
assessment feedback with a suite of reports designed to achieve this. Successful candidates 
received feedback, development planning and support from an internal coach/mentor. 

Outcome 
Savings Achieved 

Nationwide achieved a significant efficiency saving, meeting their commitment to deliver year 
on year savings of £170K. Recruitment for their senior executive population increased over 
the period however, so in reality they could be said to have achieved greater savings. 

Stakeholder Feedback 

Hiring managers showed a real interest in the psychology underpinning selection and a 
weighing up of similarities and differences between candidates depending on the role now 
and future succession.  

Managers remarked that it was interesting to see, in the person before them, a reflection of 
what they saw in the reports. Rich three-way conversations began to pervade selection 
decisions, between the Hiring Manager, executive resourcing and the Assessor. Most 
powerfully, managers remarked on feeling supported not only in their decisions but also in 
enabling an immediate link into development support from the wider leadership team. 

A member of Nationwide’s Human Resources (HR) community commented “I love the 
reports, it’s so easy to probe really interesting areas.” Conversation was stimulated at their 
Executive Committee, particularly around the onboarding support available to new 
appointments – a psychometric feedback session and up to two further sessions to explore 
impact in the workplace. 

Approaching two years after the launch of this new approach, Nationwide were able to 
analyse their people to put forward internal candidates for roles based on what they knew of 
them. Their understanding of what capability they had internally, the capabilities they could 
develop, and what capabilities they may need to source externally had been refined. They 
had a better view of their peoples’ performance and potential, and career aspiration in 
context. They had greater insight to how individuals could be successful and contribute most 
effectively to Nationwide’s success. 

Validation Findings 

Their annual validation activity in conjunction with SHL highlighted that those with a stronger 
‘fit’ to their Enterprise Leadership assessment were stronger performers once in the 
business. They also identified that the clusters linked to ‘sustainable’ and ‘agile’ were most 
closely linked to success. Their performance compared to the external benchmark was 
pleasing too – with Nationwide above the benchmark in seven of twelve behaviours in the 
competency framework. 

For Nationwide, the data and insights tell a compelling story. They report that Enterprise 
Leadership gives them a view of the ‘whole person,’ for things going well and potential 
behavioural challenges. It delivered what they had expected it to, against their original 
objectives of quality, efficiency, resource and candidate experience. 
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